Cytoarchitectonic atlas of the cochlear nucleus of the chinchilla, Chinchilla laniger.
A detailed cytoarchitectonic atlas of the chinchilla cochlear nucleus complex was prepared in the transverse plane with the Nissl method. Subdivisions of the cochlear nucleus were defined on the basis of cell size, cell packing density, and, in some cases, on cytological features of cell types. In general, the chinchilla cochlear nucleus has an organizational plan similar to that described for other mammalian species. As in other rodents, the chinchilla has a large and well-developed dorsal cochlear nucleus consisting of three distinct layers. The ventral cochlear nucleus consists of two distinct nuclear masses, a posterior nuclear group and an anterior nuclear group, each composed of several subdivisions, which are qualitatively similar to those described for other mammals. Thus it is now possible to compare detailed observations, such as tonotopic maps, in the chinchilla with findings from the analogous cell populations in other mammals, such as the cat, with considerable precision. In the chinchilla, three cell groups, previously undescribed in mammals, have been defined and their counterparts in the cat identified.